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Resource use is key for sustainability. In the past, analyses of
resource use often focused on one or a few resources. When
analyzing the use of multiple resources simultaneously, we found
synchrony of peak-rate years underpinned by long and up-to-date
time series (Seppelt et al. 2014). This is clearly in line with and
underpins the recent analysis of anthropogenic signatures in
geological records leading to the definition of the Anthropocene
epoch (Lewis and Maslin 2015).
However, O’Sullivan (2015) argues that our results “distract from
real planetary limits.” Her argument misinterprets our main
message. The misinterpretation perhaps originates from a
misunderstanding of the underlying methodology with respect to
the conceptual framework and the statistical analysis while
ignoring the uncertainty analysis presented in the original paper.
Although some media outlets may have unfortunately
sensationalized some of our results, like they may have done on
many other scientific reports, we hope to draw readers to our
original paper. Below we respond to O’Sullivan (2015) in more
detail.
To adequately analyze rates of resource use, we developed a
conceptual framework including a consistent statistical procedure.
Renewable and nonrenewables were treated differently because
they differ in terms of regrowth.
In simple terms, “sustainability” for harvesting renewables can be
seen because the harvested amount is not more than the amount
regrown in a specific time frame. In this case a time series of
resource use would show a plateau, similar to the data of fish
caught or peat in our analysis. Today, for most of the resources
humans use such a plateau is not reached. The peak-rate year, i.e.,
the year of fastest increase of production, refers to the inflection
point of the harvesting or production curve and thus provides an
early warning signal that possible plateauing might come in the
near future.
For nonrenewable resources there is no regrowth, at least not on
human time scales. For analyzing these time series in the same way,
we used the cumulative amount, taking into account that reaching
a plateau equals the full depletion of this resource. One might argue
that this case substantially differs from the plateauing of
renewables, as the nonrenewable resource is depleted, while the
renewables can still be harvested. However, our analysis did not
discuss how a world in this case might look. We chose to offer
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unbiased, data-based statistics to provide early warning
indicators.
We thus present a consistent methodology and statistics for
analyzing time series of resource use for renewables as well as
nonrenewables. This conceptual framework does not make use of
a mathematical model requiring “symmetry” because we do not
use a logistic model but take a nonparametric approach, which
does not require stationarity. Figure 1 in Seppelt et al. (2014) is
an example, simplified, not what we did exactly. This distinguishes
the study from those on peak oil for instance (Gallagher 2011),
providing the opportunity to capture events such as shocks or
innovations, i.e., nonstationarity of the processes.
Various aspects of O’Sullivan’s response refer to the statistical
procedures used for identifying peak-rate years (Seppelt et al.
2014, see Methods and Appendix 1). Because time series data of
resource production are not perfectly continuous, we smoothed
the time series in a bootstrap procedure. This statistically removes
“blips” and considers that there is no perfectly smooth
development and that bumps or spikes might change the
outcome.
Time series used are quite long, which shows that O’Sullivan’s
(2015) “paycheck” example does not apply for the data at hand.
The bootstrapping approach furthermore provides the
uncertainty interval of the estimated peak-rate year. The
uncertainty suggests that for a few resources the final peak-rate
year might be later than estimated. These are cassava, cotton,
soybeans, sugar cane, wheat, and wood. These resources
demonstrate a peak-rate year but the 97.5th percentile year equals
the last year of the time series indicating that the upper
uncertainty interval is truncated (Seppelt et al. 2014, Table 3). Of
course, more future work could be done to develop formal
statistical tests that suggest how many years of data must exist
following a peak to determine that the peak is meaningful.
Figure 4 in Seppelt et al. (2014) uses 16 independent time series
(not all the time series from Table 3). For each of the 5000 samples,
there may be only one mode in the distribution of peaks, but the
mode did not fall on 2006 by chance (thus there is an evident
synchrony).
Finally, O’Sullivan (2015) gave some counter examples for our
analysis, for which peak-rate years might be questionable, namely
dairy, land use, fossil fuels, and population. For dairy, O’Sullivan
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(2015) misses the fact that this peak-rate year was estimated with
a considerably large uncertainty from 1964 to 2004, which is due
to the variability of the data. This uncertainty can be visualized
in Figure 3 in Seppelt et al. (2014), designed specifically to
summarize a vast amount of data along with uncertainty about
inference.

Developing solutions for future sustainable development thus
requires careful consideration of options for innovation, changes
of preferences, opportunities of substitutions, and the
correlations amongst them. Our paper aimed at discussing these
issues and not oversimplifying facts on possible planetary limits.

For conversion to agricultural land we identified a peak-rate year
in 1950 with an uncertainty interval 1920-1960. Conversion to
cropland still continues, but with a slower pace. There is no selfcontradiction in these findings.
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Surprisingly, peak-rate years were not identified for nonrenewable
resources. Peak years of fossil fuels are still debated in recent
literature (Bardi 2009, Gallagher 2011). Because a high
proportion of today’s agricultural production is based on fossil
fuels, this fact provides evidence that reduced intensity, i.e., energy
input, of agricultural production is not a cause for peak-rate
years.
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Maximum growth of human population was in 1989 with a
comparable small interval of uncertainty. Of course human
population is growing further, but demographic change occurred
in most parts of the world, and plays out in global aggregate
statistics. Growth is declining because of access to birth control,
improved sanitary situation, reduced child mortality, woman in
labor force, improved health care, and social security (Bongaarts
2009, Lutz and K.C. 2010).
Our database (published with the paper) is based on accessible
data, mostly from the Food and Agriculture Organization of the
United Nations (FAO 2013). This limits the analysis to official
statistics and neglects subsistence farming, which is a major pillar
of food security (Tscharntke et al. 2012). Opportunities exist for
closing the “yield gap” (Mueller et al. 2012) for certain regions in
the world (Václavík et al. 2013). In general, however, we confirm
recent findings, which estimate a possible increase of yields by
45% to 70%. The increase, however, comes with enormous
challenges on water availability, nutrient supply, and impacted
ecosystem functions and biodiversity (Mueller et al. 2012). These
feedbacks are not captured and were discussed (Seppelt et al.
2014).
Measuring sustainability requires a quantitative interdisciplinary
approach that can formally describe and quantify scarcity
rigorously and systematically. We took a step in this direction,
and hope that future work will develop a more comprehensive
framework that integrates physical and social measures and
confront these with data (Liu et al. 2015).
O’Sullivan (2015) suggests that our paper distracts from real
upcoming challenges. However, synchrony of resource use
increases challenges to sustainability. Because resources are not
consumed independently, options for substitution are limited.
Although the paper can be read in the context on the ongoing
planetary boundary debate (Steffen et al. 2015), and biophysical
considerations provide evidence for limits to further growth of
renewable resources, we discuss these issues cautiously in our
paper for good reason. To truly assess scarcity, rigorous shadow
price estimates are required, and methodology for doing that was
only recently developed and remains in its infancy (Fenichel and
Abbott 2014).
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